
Note: (i) All questions are compulsory.
(ii) Figures to the right indicate full ma�
(iii) Graph paper is not necessary forL P. P.
(iv) Answer to every new question must he written on a new page.

Q .. 1. (A) AttemptanyTWOof,tietollowlng: 

(I) Write�

(ii) Prepare the truth table for the following statement pattern

(p V - Q) � (r /\ p)

(iii) Write down the negations of the following:

(a) If the diagonals of a parallelogram are perpendicular then it

is a rhombus.

(b) Kanchanganga is in India and Everest is in Nepal.

( c) The Sun is a star or t.lie Jupiter is a planet. -

(8) 

(3)_ 

(3) 

(3)
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Q.2.

(B) Attempt any ONE of the following :
  

(i) If the lines rep�sc:ntcd by x2 + h'y°+ 4y2 · o are coincident,

{U) 

(A) 

(i) 

then·find the value of le.
• 

Find the centre �d rac:lus of the circle 
(x+ 2) (x- l)+{y-1) (y+ 3) = 0 

Attempt ·any TWO of the following� 

If A, B, C and Dare (1, 1, l}, (2, l, 3), (3, 2, 2) and (3, 3, 4)
I 

respectively, th�1ind the volume of the patallelopiped with AB, 
AC and AD as the concurrent edges. 

(ii) lfG
1 

and 0
2 

are the centroids of the triangles ABC and PQR
respectively, then prove that

(2) 

(2) 

(3) 

AP+BQ+CR = 3G 1G2 (3) 
•1�\U!> 
- -

(iii) If a and b are any two non-zero and nmH:Ollinear vectors in the
plane, then prove that any vector r �lanar with them can be

. 
- -

uniquely expressed as a linei,r 00,mbination of a and b. (3) 

(B} Attempt any ONE of the following: 

(i) Findk, if the linex.-1 + 3 = 0 touches the parabola / = 4 kx. (2)

(ii) Find the eccentricity ancl the length of latus rectum of hyperbola

x2 . Y
2 

---=l 
25 9= •. 

(2) 

Q.3. (A) (a) Attempt any ONE of the following:

(i) F�d tJ)e matrix B, s�ch th�t .

(ii) Solve the following equations by Reduction Method

(3) 

2x-y+z = I; x+2y+3z = 8, 3x+y-4z = l (3) 

(8) 

(8)



(b) Attempt any ONE of the following: 

(i) Showthatthe acuteangle 8 betweenthepajroflines
represented by d + 2hxy + by2 = 0 is gi ven by

2�h2 -ab 
tan 8 = L-...:.--....1 where a+ b :i!- 0

a+b 

(i i) Find the condition that the line y = mx + c is tangeot to die 

(3) 

circle x2 + y2 = 11,2• 

(3) 

(B) Attempt any ONE of the following: 

(i) If a, b, � arc the pos ition ve ctors of the points A, B, C

re�ivety and 3a+ 4b- ,; = 0. find the ratio� which 

pointB divides thesegmeotAC. (2) 
- ..., _  ,.. - ,. - - -

(ii) Ifa=-i, b=-jartdc=3k,find(axb)_·c. (2) 

Q. 4. (A)' (a) Attempt any ONE or the following:
(i) If the s lope of one of the line s given by

�2 
+ 2hxy + by

2 = 0 is 3 times the other, prove that
3h2 =4ab. (3) 

(ii) Find the le ngth of tangent s egment of the circle
4x2 + 4y2 + 16x-24J + 3 = ,0 from the point (-1, -1). (3) 

(b) Attempt any ONE of the following :
(i) 1\vodicearethrownsimultaneously. Fmd the probability

that the score obtained is a perfect square or a pri me
nmnber. (3) 

(ii) A problem in s tatistics is given to solve to three students .
inde pe ndently. Thei r chances of s olving the problem are

½, .¼ and ½ respectively. Find the probability that the
problem is solve d. (3) 

[8] 



r a> . \ttempt any ONE of the.following : . 
:·· 2 -2 

, ·i�d ilie eq"ations of tangents to1he elli� ;6 + �
9
. = 1

making an angle of 60° ,vith.the,major ax,is. 
 

l 1 nd the equation or the no�l to· the.hyperbola x2 
- 4y

2 = 36. . 

,11 1he point (l ff, 4 ). 

Q. 5. (/\ ·. ! a; Attempt any ONJ<: of the following :

(2) 

(2) 

find the equation Qfthe parabola with vertex at the origin 
and directrix is the line x + 3 := a: (3) 

( ii) lfth� line y �· mx + J �2
m

2 + o2 'is� tangent to the ellipse

(b) Attempt an31 ONE of the ·rollow\ng:
(i) 

{ii) 

Find vector equation of line passing through the·point
whose position vcct�( is 3i

-:-: 
4 '} + k !ind parallei to the

"' .... ... ' ' ;:,. ; ·, vector 2i + ),- 3k_. Arse write th_e equation in Cartesian
' ' form.

Find the vector equation of the plane which bisects the line 
segment joining the P!1ints:A(5. 7, 2) and B(-1, -3, �.) at 
right angle. 

( H) Attempt any ·oNE of the following :
( i) Draw the graph of the following inequ�lities: 

. ' - . . .
2.Y + 3y <;; 6. X + )." � I. X � 0. )' � 0.

Wnte the verti�es�of the feasible 'regio .
- ·   .. , - · .. �  

 (ii) An aeroplane cun carry a· maximum oad .�f 200 passengers.
Baggage allowed to the lirst class ticket holder is 30 kg and tor
the· ccon(�my ·class ticket holder is 20 kg. Maximum capacity of

· the aeroplane to carry thl! baggage is 4500. J(g. •The profit on each
first dass titj<.el. i!I Rs: 500 and on each eoqnomy, class ticket is

(3) 

(3) 

(2), 

Rs. 300. 1:ormulalc the prohlcm. as L.P.P.,J� maximize the protit. (2)

[8]




